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Accelerating the adaptation of EPC through applied 
experience, technology and innovation, ultimately 

enhancing value for our customers and teams. 
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•“We like what you’re doing.
•We are going to be your biggest customer.
•With your current pricing model, we’ll put you 
out of business – change it.
•We want you to fast-track a bunch of features we 
want so you solve our problems first.”
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Keys to Collaboration Success
Key Collaboration Outcome

• Development milestones with 
Visionary highly-involved

• 5 key customer representatives                
involved for 18 months

• Make milestones an accomplishable 
amount of work in earth time

• 18-month project,                                  
4 major milestones

• Milestones should provide 
Entrepreneur with marketable 
product features

• 5 new marketable crane simulations 
and 12 new software features – all 
marketable

• Milestones should provide 
Customer with concrete ROI that 
can be celebrated

• Successful implementation of 10 
systems to-date
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“The future of autonomous vehicles 
comes down to saving lives, and it’s 
why I led the $15.3 billion purchase
of Mobileye” says 
Intel CEO Brian Krzanich



Overview
Israel’s Construction 
industry 60k

Apartments/year

10%
GNP 

more than 

$25Billion
Industry

Ministry of 
defense

Foreign 
companies

2 New Harbors New Airport

$5Bilion       
TLV light rail 
construction



The pillars of the 
Construction Israeli industry 

Meet ConTech
The Partners



Our activities

Cooperation with industry partners

Building an ecosystem through 
industry events, Social networks, 
content creation and more

Incubation program

»

»

»



Global Partners



1st Use Case-Autonomous crane



Commercial project in the north of Israel



Crane operator 
• Significant improvement of the site view
• Better communication with the workers on site
• A sense of a safer operation of the crane 
• Efficiency Improvement
Site manager
• Significant increase in the ability to control the site and to solve 

problems on real-time

Remarking results



Before ForeSite With ForeSite
Crane efficiency 72% 85%

Crane safety A simple camera and monitor for 
the crane operator

Safety alerts and an optimal site 
view for the crane operator

Additional equipment Extra mobile crane to assist the 
tower cranes on site

The tower cranes operating on site 
are sufficient for all the site lifting 

tasks

“I was surprised to discover the gap between the high efficiency of the crane I was reported of 
by the site manager and the crane operator and the low efficiency that was detected by 
FORESITE. Lucky enough, the report included a full schedule of the crane operation so I could 
solve the inefficiencies after detecting them. Thanks to that I could save the site an addition of 
a mobile crane for the next months, that last month cost me around 50,000$. This is a yearly 
saving of 600,000$, before starting to talk about the rest of the benefits”
Site project manager- Semion Kagan

Remarking results



2nd Use Case- Workplace productivity & wellbeing



Kenko Technology Solution 

Overview

EMOTION ANALYSIS

Kenko Technology AI translates the 

physiological data to emotion data

DESIGN CONSULTANCY

According to each corporate 

customer goals & requirements

DATA COLLECTION

Collecting physiological data 

using wearable devices

www.kenko.tech

http://www.kenko.tech/


Workplace productivity & wellbeing

www.kenko.tech

• Transforming traditional office space design 
practices with Emotion AI

• Combining indoor location with emotions data
to provide an "emotional heatmap” 

• Demonstrating your client the effect of your 
hard work on redesigning their office

http://www.kenko.tech/


3rd Use Case-Daily monitoring of progress, quality and budgets



THE SOLUTION - DATUBIM END TO END PROCESS

Automated flight planning and 
execution and automated 
photo-shooting
on a daily basis

Upload of images 
and flight analysis 
to the cloud

Automated
processing of 
images and data

Automated
creation of 2D &  3D 
models – Digital Twin

AUTOMATIC DATA
ANALYSIS

• Milestones 
Tracking

• Materials

• As-Built Progress
• Volumes
• Timeline
• Measurements

• DASHBOARD • REPORTS • ALERTS • FORECASTS

Datumate Cloud



Accurate measurements & tracking of constructed objects

Flight management system Monitoring catenary poles construction

§ Deutsche Bahn – The largest railway in Europe

§ Datumate was chosen by DB out of 30  
startups  

§ After successful pilot, awarded 2 projects 

§ Part of DB 2020 BIM strategy

Earthwork & volumes tracking



“We have the power to create change 
and the opportunity to have an 
impact. A revolution against 
convention is necessary. It requires 
daring, dissatisfaction, and healthy 
and vibrant chutzpah.”

Back to the start-up nation



THANK YOU!

Zachi@contech.me

My contact:

mailto:Zachi@contech.me




INTRODUCTION

Kyle Slager

Founder & CEO

Raken


